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wave radiation were obtained from instrumentation located on the foremast and main mast during 
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conditions during the cruise and also indicate the generally excellent agreement between different 
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these are almost certainly due to the locations at which the measurements are made. Ships' speed 
and heading are also presented since changes in the orientation of the ship relative to the wind can 
play an important role. 
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KEY TO PLOTS 
Each page shows the measurements for one day, starling on Day 43 and ending on Day 75. 
Variables are grouped into 5 panels. 
Upper panel: Wind speed on foremast (black line, scale 0 to 15 ms· l ) 
Wind direction on foremast (red, -360 to +360") 
Wind spl!ed on mainmast (green, 0 to 15 ms· l ) 
Wind direction on mainmast (dark blue, -360 to +360") 
Wind speed on mainmast (Sonic) (light hlue, () to 15 ms· l ) 
Wind direction on mainmast (Sonic) (purple, -360 to +360") 
Upper-middle panel: Ship spel!d (black, 0 to 16 kt) 
Ship heading (red, -360 to +360°) 
Middle panel: Sea surface temperature (SOAP) (black, 15 to 25 "c) 
Dry bulb temperature from Sl!nsor Psyl (red, 10 to 30 QC) 
Dry bulb temperatuw from sensor Psy2 (green, 10 to 30 QC) 
Dry bulb templ!rature from Sl!nsor Psy3 (dark blue, 10 to 30 "C) 
Wet bulb temperature from sensor Psy I (light blue, 10 to 30°C) 
Wet bulb templ!rature from sensor Psy2 (purple, 10 to 30 QC) 
Wet bulb temperature from sensor Psy3 (yellow, 10 to 30°C) 
Lower-middle panel: Surface air prl!ssurl! (black, <nO to 1030mb) 
Lower panel: o Longwave radiation, foremast forward (black, 0 to 600 wm-") 
Longwavl! radiation, foremast aft (red, 0 to 600 wm·2) 
o Shorlwave radiation, foremast starboard (green, -10 to 950 wm'") 
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